Zimmer Dental of the United States, with the backing of its parent company Zimmer Holdings Inc., focuses on expertise and innovation to further develop the future of implant dentistry. As in much of the implant industry, Zimmer Dental is a combination of previous acquisitions and new product lines. Some of the companies whose products were absorbed and either discontinued or improved upon are Core-Vent, Paragon, Calcitek, Sulzer Medica and Centerpulse.

Current implants offered by Zimmer Dental include the popular Screw-Vent, Tapered Screw-Vent, Advent, SwissPlus, Zimmer One-Piece and Spline. Compatible components for Screw-Vent and Tapered Screw-Vent are available. No compatible components are currently available for the SwissPlus, Zimmer One-Piece, Spline or Advent.

The Zimmer Dental compatible component section will be divided into two parts:

PART 1: Screw-Vent (Tapered Screw-Vent) Internal Hex Connection (SD, MD and WD)

PART 2: Integral Internal Non-Hex (flat-top) (discontinued implants including Integral & Omniloc)

In PART 1: Screw-Vent: Paragon (Core-Vent) Implant Company, acquired by Zimmer Dental, produced a variety of implants such as the original Core-Vent (CV), Screw-Vent (SV), Bio-Vent (BV) and Micro-Vent (MV). Compatible components for these implants, SD, MD and some WD, are available.

Also produced by Paragon were the Taper-Lock and Swede-Vent 3.75—Branemark regular platform compatible implants, and all restorative options are found in the Branemark section.

In PART 2: Integral: The implants from Calcitek, acquired by Zimmer, now discontinued, are the internal non-hex (flat-top) Integral and Omniloc. Compatible components for these implants, SD and MD, are available.

Also produced by Calcitek was the Threadloc 3.75, a Branemark RP compatible external hex (discontinued). Compatible components are available in the Branemark section.